Teaching and learning process for mathematization activities: The case of solving maximum and minimum problems
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ABSTRACT

One of the topics within the course of Essential Concepts in School Mathematics (ECSM) for prospective mathematics teachers concerns maximum and minimum problems. This type of problems requires mathematization, i.e., the activity of transforming a problem into a symbolic mathematics problem and of reorganizing within the mathematical system, in the solution process. This research aims to investigate the implementation of the learning and teaching process of the ECSM course that strengthen prospective mathematics teachers' conceptual understanding and problem solving abilities through mathematization activities. To reach this aim, this qualitative study was conducted through an observation of the learning and teaching process, including the formative written assessment, for the case of maximum and minimum problems, involving 19 students of mathematics education program. The results of this study revealed that the learning and teaching process is implemented by emphasizing the use of a deductive approach. The written assessment showed students' strategies and difficulties in dealing with maximum and minimum problems. Main difficulties included constructing visual representations and mathematical models in the mathematization processes. It can be concluded that the learning and teaching processes of the ECSM course need to be improved so as to develop better conceptual understanding and problem solving abilities through mathematization activities.
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Introduction

One of students' difficulties in learning mathematics concerns solving word problems (Jupri & Drijvers, 2016; Verschaffel et al., 2020). This difficulty is encountered by not only school students, but also mathematics education students as prospective mathematics teachers over the world (Bukova-Güzel, 2011; Osana & Royea, 2011; Yilmaz & Tekin-Dede, 2016), including in Indonesia (Jupri & Rosjanuardi, 2020; Jupri & Syaodih, 2016). Main difficulties in solving word problems include, for instance, translating problems into mathematical symbolic problems; visualizing the verbal text into diagrams, graphs, or tables; constructing mathematical models; and solving symbolic problems (Bukova-Güzel, 2011; Jupri & Drijvers, 2016; Jupri, 2017). The activity of translating a word problem into a symbolic mathematical problem and vice versa, as well as solving the problem within the
world of mathematics, according to the theory of Realistic Mathematic Education (RME), is called mathematization (Freudenthal, 1991; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen & Drijvers, 2020; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2003). This mathematization process is considered indispensable in a problem solving process, and should be acquired by prospective mathematics teachers.

One of the courses for students of prospective mathematics teachers for strengthening conceptual understanding and problem solving skills—which includes mathematization activities—is so-called Essential Concepts in School Mathematics (ECSM) course. One of the topics given in the course concerns word problems on maximum and minimum problems that require mathematization (Chapman, 2006; Freudenthal, 1991; Gravemeijer & Doorman, 1999; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2003). Concerning this ECSM course we wonder how the learning and teaching process be implemented so as to strengthen students’ conceptual understanding and problem solving skills, particularly the ability of mathematization.

The investigation of the learning and teaching for mathematization activities for prospective mathematics teachers can be carried out for instance through an observation of the teaching and learning process, particularly for the case of solving word problems related to maximum and minimum problems. Previous studies showed that this investigative study in Indonesian context is important yet to certain extent is quite rare (Jupri & Rosjanuardi, 2020; Rizta & Antari, 2019). Taking this issue into account, this research aims to investigate the implementation of the learning and teaching process of the ECSM course and its impact towards prospective mathematics teachers’ conceptual understanding and problem solving abilities in mathematization activities.

**Theoretical Framework**

Theoretical frameworks used for this study include types of teaching approaches and the perspective of mathematization from the Realistic Mathematics Education theory (De Lange, 2006; Doorman & Gravemeijer, 2009; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen & Drijvers, 2020). Concerning the types of teaching and learning approaches, in general there are two approaches: inductive and deductive (Prince & Felder, 2006). The deductive approach in the teaching and learning process applies deductive thinking, i.e., thinking from general to more specific cases (Ndemo et al., 2017; Prince & Felder, 2006). Therefore, teaching and learning steps in the deductive approach subsequently include explaining concepts, definitions, and principles; using these concepts, definitions and principles in solving exemplified problems; providing exercises and classroom discussion for students; and conducting an individual written test.

The inductive approach in the teaching and learning process applies inductive thinking, i.e., thinking from specific cases to a more general case (Ndemo et al., 2017; Prince & Felder, 2006). Therefore, teaching and learning steps in the inductive approach subsequently include posing a specific problem for an investigation process; constructing conjectures, principles, concepts, or formulas through solving the problem; applying the concepts, principles, or formulas to solve similar problems; and drawing general conclusions based on the learning and teaching process.

Regarding mathematization, this term refers to an activity of transforming a problem into a mathematical symbolic model and vice versa, as well as of reorganizing the model within the world of mathematics (De Lange, 2006; Freudenthal, 1991; Treffers, 1987; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen & Drijvers, 2020). The mathematization cyclic process, for instance in the context of solving maximum or minimum realistic problems, is carried out by a
Research Methods

To investigate the teaching and learning process of the Essential Concepts in School Mathematics (ECSM) course for prospective mathematics teachers, we carried out a qualitative study in the form of a classroom observation. The classroom observation, for the case of the topic of maximum and minimum problems, consisted of two phases. In the first phase we conducted an online observation of the teaching and learning process (via zoom) involving 19 mathematics education students in one of state universities in Bandung. The observation lasted for 80 minutes. In this observation, using an observation sheet, we noted the teaching and learning steps, mathematical topics addressed in the teaching and learning process, the maximum and minimum problems given to students, and the interaction between students and the lecturer. In the second phase, we observed an individual written test on solving a maximum or minimum problem requiring the mathematization process, which lasted for 20 minutes. After the test, each student should upload his or her answer sheet in a Google-classroom. From the lecturer’s information, maximum or minimum problems given to students during the learning process and in the written test were taken and adapted from Indonesian school mathematics textbooks. These textbooks have been reviewed by mathematics and mathematics education experts. Also, the lecturer selected the problems carefully for his lesson. Therefore, the validity of the test instrument was theoretically validated.

Data that we collected from the classroom observation included data of observation on the learning and teaching process in general, field notes concerning the sequence of the
teaching and learning process, a lecture note in the form of a power point presentation, and students’ written work which were downloaded from the Google-classroom platform.

In data analysis, the data on the learning and teaching process were analyzed using the framework of types of teaching and learning approaches; and the data on mathematics problems and students’ written work were analyzed using the perspective of matematization—which comes from the theory of Realistic Mathematics Education (De Lange, 2006; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen & Drijvers, 2020; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2003). In this analysis, we classified the learning and teaching process and its corresponding characteristics in terms of inductive or deductive approach; and we characterized students’ strategies and difficulties in dealing with maximum and minimum problems according to the matematization perspective.

Results and Discussion

This section describes the results of two phases of the classroom observation: the teaching and learning process for the case of solving maximum and minimum problems; and the result of corresponding written test. The first phase is mainly interpreted according to the framework of types of teaching and learning approaches; and the second phase is mainly analyzed with the matematization perspective.

The teaching and learning process for the case of solving maximum and minimum problems

The mathematics topic observed from the course of Essential Concepts in School Mathematics (ECSM) concerns solving maximum and minimum word problems. The process of the teaching and learning was started by the lecturer through reminding students about concepts, principles, and formulas related to quadratic functions. For instance, students were reminded that a quadratic function \( y = f(x) = ax^2 + bx + c, \) where \( a \neq 0 \) has a minimum or maximum value \( (b^2 - 4ac)/(-4a) \) when \( x = -b/2a \). Next, the lecturer informed that these concepts, principles, and formulas can be applied to solve relevant maximum or minimum problems, which are usually in the form of word problems that need the process of translation into mathematical models.

As examples on how to apply the quadratic function concepts, principles, and formulas in solving maximum or minimum problems, the lecturer gave two problems shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) shows a minimum problem and Figure 2(b) shows a maximum problem. Solution to the Problem 1 in Figure 2(a) was explained clearly by the lecturer which is shown in Figure 3. During the explanation, for every step of solution, the lecturer posed relevant questions to students and would continue writing the step of the solution if students provided relevant responses. In other words, the explanation process was combined with question and answer activities to ensure that the students actively participate in the teaching and learning process. A difficult part for students during the questions and answers was about constructing a mathematical model from the given word problem. When discussing this part, it took time and demanded an extra effort from the lecturer. In addition to provide the explanation as shown in Figure 3, the lecturer also provided another strategy for determining the value of \( x \) so that the quadratic function \( f(x) = x^2 - 8x + 32 \) has a minimum value, i.e., by rewriting this formula into \( f(x) = (x - 4)^2 + 16 \). This function will have a minimum value if \( (x - 4)^2 = 0 \), which is equivalent to \( x = 4 \). Therefore, it is concluded that the minimum value of \( f(x) \) is 16.

For the case of the Problem 2 in Figure 2(b), students were given time and opportunity to solve it first independently as an exercise before doing a classroom
discussion. Next, their solutions were discussed under the guidance of the lecturer. Figure 4 shows an example of student work (rewritten here) for the Problem 2 during the classroom discussion. For the case of this task, students need to know not only basic knowledge in geometry, but also fundamental concepts in the analytical geometry, particularly about the equation of a straight line. Therefore, the process of constructing a mathematical model and solving the model (the mathematization process) needs these geometric concepts and principles. After guiding the discussion and drawing conclusions, the lecturer provided an individual written test. During the test, which lasted for 20 minutes, students were required to write down their solutions and explanation on their own answer sheets. An extra time for about ten minutes was given to provide an opportunity to students to scan the answer sheets and to upload them in the Google-Classroom.
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**Figure 2.** Problems in the teaching and learning process: (a) minimum problem, (b) maximum problem

![Problem 1 Solution](image3.png)

**Figure 3.** Solution to Problem 1
Based on the description of the classroom observation above, it can be summarized that the sequence of the teaching and learning process carried out by the lecturer is as follows. It starts from reminding the concepts, principles, and formulas related to quadratic function that can be used for solving maximum and minimum problems; to explaining the application of the concepts, principles, and formulas for solving maximum or minimum problems through an example; to doing classroom discussions; and to conducting a written assessment. Considering this teaching and learning steps, which start from general ideas about concepts and principles of the quadratic function to more specific ideas of applications, we view that the lecturer uses a deductive approach in the teaching and learning process (Bahri et al., 2017; Prince & Felder, 2006; Wardani & Kusuma, 2020). A positive point that we obtain from this observation concerns the involvement of students in the learning and teaching process. That is, even if the lecturer used the deductive approach, which is commonly used in higher education (Jupri & Herman, 2017; Ramsden, 1987) and recognized as teacher-centered approach, still the lecturer involved students during the explanation of the solution process. This means that the students were encouraged to actively participate and contribute during the teaching and learning process.

Another note concerns the emergence of mathematization activity during the explanation of example and during the classroom discussion. Even if it is not explicitly stated, as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, the cycle of mathematization appeared quite clearly in the solution process. It starts from transforming the problem situation into a mathematical model to mathematical solution, and to reinterpretation of the solution into original problem (De Lange, 2006; Jupri & Drijvers, 2016; Treffers, 1987).

**Analysis of written work on solving a maximum or minimum problem**

In the individual written assessment after the teaching and learning process, students of mathematics education were required to solve a minimum or maximum problem (Problem 3) shown in Figure 5. In this problem, they are required to decide whether the problem concerns a minimum or maximum problem before finding minimum or maximum value of the area. In addition, information and known data from the problem are using generalized values rather than numerical specific values. Therefore, in our view, this problem is more challenging than the problems in the teaching and learning process.
Problem 3. Let $ABC$ be an isosceles triangle, where $AC = BC$. On this triangle, a rectangle $PQRS$ is constructed so that $PQ$ coincides $AB$, point $R$ on $BC$ and point $S$ on $AC$. If $AB = p$ and $CD = t$, where $CD$ is perpendicular to $AB$, then determine the length and width of the $PQRS$ so it has maximum or minimum area! (Just specify one: maximum or minimum area, then give an explanation.) Next, determine the maximum or minimum area of the $PQRS$ and give reasons for your answer.

Figure 5. Problem given to students in the written assessment

From the analysis of students’ written work, we found that only 2 out of 19 students of prospective mathematics teachers could solve the Problem 3 correctly, while the rest provided incorrect answers. Figure 6 presents an example of students’ written work with a correct solution and its corresponding translation of Indonesian words into English. From the perspective of mathematization, this written work shows relatively clear steps for parts of mathematization cycle (De Lange, 2006; Jupri & Drijvers, 2016), i.e., subsequently showing a transformation from the problem to a visual geometric representation and to a mathematical model as well as to the solution process of the model within the world of mathematics. However, the step of reinterpretation or conclusion of the mathematical solution into an original problem is not clearly stated. The conclusion should be, for instance, that the problem concerns a maximum problem, and the length as well as the width that cause the maximum area of the rectangle $PQRS$ are $p/2$ and $t/2$ respectively. The step of concluding through interpreting the solution of a mathematical model into the original problem, which is important in the mathematization process, in the literature is similar to the step of looking back in the Polya’s model of problem solving (Polya, 1945).

Figure 7 presents examples of students’ written work illustrating difficulties encountered by 17 students when constructing mathematical models from the given problem. Figure 7(a) shows the difficulty of constructing model because the student was trapped with the use of Pythagoras theorem only which does not lead to an expected mathematical model. Figure 7(b) reveals the difficulty of constructing model because of a mistake in assuming the width of the rectangle $PQRS$, and as a consequence leading to an incorrect mathematical model. From other students’ written work, difficulties of constructing mathematical models—including constructing appropriate visual representations—might be caused by, for instance, inability to recognize similarities of triangles from the visual representation that they made. These difficulties in constructing mathematical models are in line with the finding from the learning and teaching observation described in the previous subsection and other relevant studies for prospective mathematics teachers (Jupri & Syaodih, 2016; Malambo, 2020; Marban & Sintema, 2020). From the perspective of mathematization, difficulties concerning transformation of a problem into a mathematical model is called the difficulties in horizontal mathematization (De Lange, 2006; Freudenthal, 1991; Treffers, 1987; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2003). In line with other relevant studies, the findings on student difficulties in constructing mathematical models (Jupri & Drijvers, 2016; Jupri & Syaodih, 2016) were also experienced by prospective mathematics teachers.
Translation of words: Misal (Let); dan (and); Luas (Area); Karena (Because); Panjang (Length)

Figure 6. An example of correct solution to the Problem 3

Figure 7. Examples of difficulties on Problem 3 when constructing models: (a) Trapped by the use of Pythagoras theorem; (b) Incorrect assumption of the width of PQRS

Conclusion

From the description in the results and discussion section, we draw the following two conclusions. First, the observed teaching and learning process of the Essential Concept of School Mathematics course for the case of solving minimum and maximum problems mainly uses the deductive teaching and learning approach. This approach follows a deductive thinking, that is, the teaching sequence that starts from more general ideas, such as explaining concepts, principles and formulas, to more specific cases including giving examples and explanations. Even if this approach seems oriented to teacher-centered
approach, the lecturer in this course has involved students through questions and answers during the explanation process and classroom discussion. This means the deductive approach has been combined with the strategy of activating students in the learning process. An important note for improving the teaching and learning process is that the students seem to encounter difficulties following the lecturer guidance particularly in constructing mathematical models from the given problems. Considering this finding, for further research, we suggest to investigate the use of teaching approaches that provide more opportunities to students of prospective mathematics teachers to think deeper and better in constructing mathematical models. The use of Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) approach, with its inductive and explorative characters, seems appropriate to be explored in future research.

Second, the finding of difficulties in constructing mathematical models from the given maximum or minimum problems shows that the students of mathematics education program as prospective mathematics teachers lacked of ability in mathematization and horizontal mathematization in particular. For further research, an investigation of the impact of the use of inductive and explorative approaches, such as the use of an RME approach, toward students’ ability in mathematization, either horizontal or vertical mathematization, seems important and relevant. Through this way, the prospective mathematics teachers will have experiences on how to learn essential concepts and problem solving skills of school mathematics using approaches having inductive and explorative characters, which in turn will be useful for their future careers as mathematics teachers.

Regardless the conclusion above, this study has several limitations. First, as the number of students involved in this study is limited, we could not make any generalization about prospective mathematics teachers’ ability in dealing with maximum and minimum problems through mathematization activities. Second, as this qualitative study depends on data of observation, field notes, teaching documents, and students’ written work, the data triangulation seems rather weak as there is no interview data collected. Therefore, for future research, data triangulation can be improved through collecting interview data. In this way, more comprehensive results on prospective mathematics teachers’ ability in dealing with word problems will be obtained. The results of this further study in turn might contribute to the improvement of teaching and learning processes for prospective mathematics teachers.
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